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Life With M Y Father
The author of “ Yankee Storekeeper” and “ Yankee
Drummer” (Whittlesey House) contributes a piece writ
ten in connection with “ Life With Father Week” the past
Summer at Lakewood. Now his publishers want him to
expand it into another book.
By Ralph E. Gould
imagine anything so diffei’ent as life with my father and
life with Clarence Day’s father as
depicted in Warner Bros, technicolor
movie “ Life With Father.” My fa
ther was a returned soldier of the
Civil War who came home to find his
father dead and the old farm grown
up to bushes. He was burdened with
the support of an aged mother and
older half sister. He shortly mar
ried and to alleviate his desperate
condition raised eight children of
which I was the oldest. I have noted
some improvement in some of the
later models.
My father looked upon me as a
new hired man that didn’t have to
be paid and I was very early intro
duced to work but not by my request.
I was vei*y allergic to work and am
to this day.
An Act of Kindness
A bout the first thing I remember
was an act of kindness by my fa
ther. After the hay was cut and the
grain harvested father, mother, and
I and the latest baby started for
grandfather’s in Gray to attend a
gathering of the Foster family. As
we jogged along through Pownal I
saw a cattail pond and wanted some.
Father stopped the old mare, which
wasn’t difficult, took a board off the
fence and made a bridge to reach
them.
I carried the cattails in my hands
all the rest of the way and when we
arrived at grandfather’s I was met
by my cousin, Freddie, who was a
few months older. I gave him some
of my treasure to show my good will.

I

cannot

He at once proceeded to beat them
on the furniture and this filled the
house with cattail fuzz.
We were
driven out of doors while mother and
the various aunts swept up the mess.
Freddie seized the rest of my tro
phies and beat some of them over the
fence and when I remonstrated he
beat me. Mother had impressed on
me that I must be a little gentleman
and as Freddie’s assault called for
some action I took the matter up
with her. She told me that he was
my cousin and I must not notice it. I
wanted to sail in and lend him a good
punch in the snoot but I had learned
that it was well to heed mother’s ad
vice as she had a heavy hand and no
fear of warping a child’s personality
by the application of it.
At night, as all the beds in the
house were full, they turned the old
lounge around so we couldn’t fall off
and put me to sleep on one end and
my cousin on the other. Mother sat
by me until I went to sleep and my
aunt sat by my cousin. Freddie in
sisted on getting up and continuing
his harassing tactics with me. His
mother tried to restrain him and
when she failed she called his father,
a fearful looking Freewill Baptist
minister, who at once proceeded to
give him an old-fashioned licking and
to this day I have never succeeded in
stifling my resentment at not being
able to sit up and enjoy the spectacle.
With his loud howls of anguish ring
ing in my ears I fell into a peaceful
sleep with a feeling that there was a
higher power watching over us who
grants our wishes at times without

our bothering to reduce them to
words.
Father’s Haying Helper
T hat winter when the season’s
wood was prepared father selected a
straight stick with a crotch and made
me a wooden pitchfork. I was very
proud of it but next haying time I
learned to look upon it with intense
hatred as* I was appointed to shake
out the swaths left by the mowers.
This was quite a job for a five-yearold, b u t' I toiled on and in a little
time I was promoted to treading the
loads of hay.
The hay rack was a vast affair on
two wheels and drawn by oxen. It
could turn on a ten cent piece and
give back seven cents in change. The
sides were high and all I had to do
was to keep on top. This was quite
a job as father pitched the hay on
pretty fast.
The final indignity came one day
when I was so exhausted that I could
hardly stagger. I had trodden a big
load of hay and had ridden into the
barn on it. The load nearly scraped
me off as it went in the doors and
the sides filled all the space between
the mows.
Our barn was one of the oldest in
town and was framed with kingposts
that went from the floors up to the
rafters.
Holes were bored in this
post and pins driven in to make a
ladder up to the top of the barn. The
rafter had been secured to the post
by a wooden pin driven through holes
in both timbers. One end projected
quite a distance and a swallow had
taken advantage of this support and
built his nest. Father told me td
climb up this ladder and stow away
the Hay as he pitched it off. I was
nearly exhausted but, I started up
the ladder. A swallow sat on the pin
and as I neared him he dropped a
tribute that landed in my hand. That
burst the dam. I remember that I
sat down on the hay and cried still
holding out my hand covered with the
mess. Father railed at me as a cry
baby, dropped me down between the
load of hay and the mow and told me
to go to the house and let mother fix
me up.
Not Such a Failure
I a lw ays felt that I was doomed to
be a failure, and for many years I

know father felt that he had wasted
his time raising me. I remember ask
ing father as we were hoeing corn on
one of the hottest days I ever saw,
“ Do you suppose that fish would bite
today?” He answered, “ I don’t know,
but you stay here with me and hoe
corn and they won’t bite you.”
I well remember one act that cov
ered my name with deep disgrace.
We were hauling manure.
Father
and I were pitching it on the ox cart.
I was working with an old fork with
one tine broken off, and father with
his back to me working with the good
fork. I had lifted an enormous fork
ful and swung it back to get enough
momentum to throw it -on the load.
Father selected this moment to step
back, I impaled him on one of the
good tines on my dungfork. Father’s
cries of anguish could be heard for
miles. So could mine as he impressed
on me the importance of looking
where I was pitching. I felt that it
would have been equally as well if
father had looked before he backed
up.
At Six I Chop Wood
My father , during the Civil War
had picked up on some battlefield a
belt axe which he carried all through
the fracas and finally brought home
with him. I must have been about
six years old when he made a present
of this axe and set me chopping ald
ers for stove wood.
Grandmother
made me a pair of double mittens of
a peculiar pattern.
One day in
March I was busy chopping alders.
The sun warmed up things so I took
off my mittens and laid them down
near the chopping block. Called to
dinner I responded without a thought
of my mittens.
At night .when I
went to recover them I could only
find one. Every one said that I had
lost them and was telling this story
to cover up my carelessness.
When I was nine years old I had
been promoted to a man’s size axe
and was assigned to the job of cut
ting down an old apple tree. When
the tree fell a stream of red squirrels
ran out of the hollow limb and gal
loped off on the stone wall. When I
cut into the tree I found a squirrel’s
nest and in the center all cut into
shreds was my lost mitten. It made
a very fine squirrel’s nest but it
nearly got me another licking for

carelessness and suspected lying. But
then, one licking more or less was
nothing in my young life. As the old
woman said when some one remon
strated with her for skinning eels
alive, “ Oh, they are used to it.”
Bow and Arrow Joy
W hen I was about seven years old
my father made me a bowgun. The
bow was made of dry hemlock limb
and was very smart. It would shoot
in a wonderful manner.
He also
made me an arrow and put a brad
made of a piece of an old umbrella
frame in it so that it was a fearsome
weapon. I took it and started on my
way shooting at all and sundry.
After a time I came out of the barn
with my weapon cocked and ready
and as I glanced around for a target
I saw my father at the woodpile bent
over picking up some kindling.
I
took careful aim and pulled the trig
ger. Father nearly jumped over the
woodpile, gave a loud cry and de
scended on me like a thousand of
brick on a rotten pumpkin. I never
saw the bowgun again.

Father Had a Little Ram
F ather returned one day with a
flock of sheep headed by a ram of
great age who had a set of horns that
looked like one Aaron was blowing in
a picture in our family Bible. The
ram had a venerable air that led me
to think that he would make a nice
pet. I soon learned better. By noon
the sheep were in our oats and father
sent me to drive them back into the
pasture. The old ram turned on me
like a flash. If I had not remem
bered what father told me I would
probably have been erased from the
list of Goulds.
Father had told me that if a ram
tried to bunt me to lie down and he
couldn’t hurt me. I tried it. The old
ram walked around me some and
smelled of my legs in a scornful man
ner and finally went back into the
pasture with the rest of the sheep.
I fixed up the fence the best I could
and reported to father.
Father said, “ I’ll show you how to
fix him.”
He selected two fence
stakes and gave me one. I said, “ I ’m
afraid I’ll hurt him.” Father said,

“ I’m afraid you won’t.” We went
forth into the fray. The old ram saw
me, lowered his head and made a
rush. Father hit him a shrewd blow
that almost knocked the ram off his
feet. I sailed in with my club and
was pounding him on the head when
father cried, “ Hit him on the legs, his
head is hard as a rock.” I changed
my line of attack and soon Mr. Ram
turned tail and retreated. After fa 
ther fixed the fence and put a yoke
and a fetter on the ram it consented
to stay in the pasture.
Dovecote
F ather ’ s reaction to anything that

I asked permission to do was almost
always negative. I soon learned to
do things and let them surprise him
when it was too late to stop me. I
was engaged in the dove business
with no great success when I learned
the mystery of the “ Bob W ire” . This
was a wire bent up like a big hairpin
and suspended inside the coop where
you had a hen shut up.
Male pigeons are always on the
make and will visit other dovecotes
and try to get some other fellow’s
wife to elope with him. The bob wire
admits the male to your coop but he
can’t get out, so he and the new wife
set up housekeeping. As soon as they
are started you put the male out and
he goes and brings back some other
fellow’s wife and your stock has an
increase. The ethics may be ques
tioned, but it works.
I wanted a cote but I knew that
father would not allow it, so when
the barn was full of hay I went to
work. I cut sills and took boards off
the fence, tore up floors and took
boards off the roofs of out-buildings
and I soon had a dovecote in the ex
treme top of our barn where no one
else ever went. It was my job to
pitch down hay for the cattle and my
industry flourished for more than a
year before father found out about it.
When he did he told me to tear it
down at once. I had a good defense.
I couldn’t get at it. This was not
strictly true. I had a secret way up
to the end of the barn that only my
self and a squirrel could follow.
When the hay was in the barn father
forgot about it and so it remained
there until I left the old home.

Father’s Cowboy and Hog
Once I

to a circus and saw1
someone throw a lasso. I lost no time
in taking mother’s clothesline down
and converting it into a lariat. Per
fecting myself in the art, I got so I
could snare a fence post. I began to
look for more worlds to conquer. I
tried to catch a cow but found that I
had too much beef on the other end of
my line for me to handle.
Father had a hog weighing about
150 pounds that went lame and father
had turned him out to root around
the yard. Father always said that a
hog was a pretty good doctor as if
one was sick he could always cure
himself if you would turn him out so
he could get the medicine he needed.
I decided that the hog was about my
size and laid plans to put the snatch
on him. The hog refused to cooper
ate. He left the place he had appro
priated for himself and kept a long
distance from my entanglements.
It was in the fall. The barn was
so full of grain and hay that the only
access to the top of the barn was a
small pitching hole that had been
left. A 15-foot ladder stood upright
by this hole and gave me an inspira
tion. I would lay a trail of corn into
the barn, climb up the ladder, conceal
myself and drop the lasso on him
when the hog little expected it.
All went well up to that point.
The hog found my trail of corn and
began to pick it up, talking to him
self about the wonderful fortune that
had befallen him. He walked into my
trap woosh wooshing and picking up
the Judas kernels. He failed entirely
in his part. Instead of staying calm
the porker jumped about three feet,
said BOOS BOOSH! and pulled the
ladder over. I fell the entire distance
and just as I hit the barn floor the
ladder fell on me. It nearly ruined
me, and so did father.
went

Father’s Economics
I was raised in what would be
called today, bitter poverty, but I
never knew it. We had enough to
eat for we raised nearly everything.
One thing we did not raise was flour.
One day my mother said, “ Thomas
Gould, we are all out of flour. I used
the last to make these biscuits.” It
was a bitter blow. Father had been

running an account at the general de
livery store and he had an idea he
owed a lot. He had sold the store
keeper many things that had been
credited to his account but he felt
sure he was deeply in debt. He took
his courage in both hands and went
down to see the merchant.
There were many in the store and
the merchant asked what he needed,
but father said, “ I will wait until
these are waited on.” Finally he told
the merchant that he wanted to see
how they stood. The man figured and
said, “ I make it that you owe me
$192.48.”
Father said, “ I knew it
was a lot but I had no idea it was so
much.” The storekeeper said, “ Now
let’s see how much I owe you.” He
figured some more and said, “ I owe
you $224.87.”
Father always said
that he knew how a man felt who was
going to be hung and pardoned just
before they sprung the trap. Father
went home with two barrels of flour
and material for an alpaca dress for
mother.
We raised a lot of corn and always
had ten bushels of corn and five
bushels of rye ground every fall. We
had brown bread, Johnny cake, rye
and Indian pudding, and many other
things that I would like to taste just
once more. We killed a big hog every
fall, usually a fat sheep and maybe a
young beef.
We froze the meat,
smoked the hams, shoulders and ba
con. We ranged the woods and fields
for berries to can for the winter and
it was a poor year when we didn’t
have two hundred cans on the shelves
in the cellar.
We raised all kinds of vegetables
and mother or grandmother could put
things together so that they went
down easily. I would get out of
school, grab my sled and take a run
and jump and slide nearly home. I
would burst in the kitchen saying,
“ What have you got for dinner?”
Mother would be sewing and grand
mother would say, “ Wash your face
and comb your hair and you will find
out.” There would be a piece of salt
pollock wrapped in a cloth and boiled.
There would be potatoes boiled in
jackets and peeled and browned in
the oven. There would be salt pork
fried out with lots of fat for gravy.
There would be fried apples and a
boiled pudding made in a bag with

lots of apples in it with molasses
sauce to go on it. I cannot remember
getting up from a meal without feel
ing as if every wish had been met,
after one of grandmother’s dinners.
The fish came from Uncle Lemuel
Stover at Harpswell. After haying
and harvesting was over father would
load the wagon with string beans,
sweet corn, early apples and a jug of
vinegar, some squash and pumpkins
and start for Harpswell.
They
couldn’t raise an umbrella on those
Harpswell rocks and he was wel
comed with open arms. The next day
they would get the boat out and take
father fishing and he would come
home with a load of fish, clams and
lobsters. We would dry them on some
brush and have salt fish for a year.
We made a lot of maple syrup
every year but our main source of
sweetening was molasses.
Father
would buy a molasses hogshead for
fifty cents and saw it in two and take
out fifty pounds of molasses sugar
that would be refined into ten gallons
of the finest molasses.
We only
bought salt, pepper, ginger, nutmeg,
cassia and a few raisins and once in
a while a cake of yellow soap to put
in the soap dish when the minister
called and a piece of castile soap
when there was a new baby in the
house, which was quite often. How
the modern wife who cooks with a
can opener would get dinner in those
days I have no idea.
Father Keeps Me Warm
A great part of the year’s work on
an old farm was devoted to getting
up and fitting for the stoves a year’s
supply of fuel. Father never planned
to burn a stick of wood that could be
sold. Rather, we burned the refuse
wood from a year’s operation in the
woods and from the old fences and
other waste wood that had no com
mercial value. Our farm was fenced
with stumps of old time “ Pumpkin
pine” that once covered the land.
These fences were falling to disuse
and every year we tore down a sec
tion, hauled it up and reduced it to
a size that could be burned somehow.
One summer father hired a man in
haying and when he left he gave fa

ther a pair of calfskin boots that
were too small for him. They hung
on a nail in the shed until that win
ter. Father hired another man for
his board and the privilege of work
ing on Sundays and stormy days at
carpentering for himself. The hired
man took an extra job to build a cart
body for a neighbor. In the spring
the neighbor found himself financially
embarrassed and he told the man to
keep the body for his pay. Father
swapped him the pair of boots for it
and it lay in our shed for another
season.
One day another neighbor came in
and said, “ Tom, I want to make a
trade with you for that cart body.”
Father was right at home with that
sort of deal and he let the cart body
slip through his hands for all the
lumber that grew on about five acres
of pasture.
That winter he cut
enough lumber to cover his barn and
we cut and sold an enormous pile of
cordwood. I had the job of dragging
home with the oxen enough elm and
brown ash and refuse to provide us
with fuel for two years.
The hard work with cross cut saw
and top maul and wedges that were
needed to reduce these tough babies
to stove wood is beyond the imagi
nation of those who think an oil burn
ing furnace is the only method of
heating a house. Father hired an old
fellow to help me saw these big elms
up with a cross-cut saw, not to save
me the hard work but to save him
self.
The old fellow was heavy
handed on his end and that is a bad
fault. The successful operation of a
two-man saw depends on each one
pulling the saw toward himself and
letting the saw ride lightly on its re
turn trip. I straightened up after a
few minutes and yelled, “ Hold up
your feet.” This is the last word in
insult to a man on a crosscut saw.
It implies that he is riding on the saw
and doesn’t have enough ambition to
hold up his feet and they are drag
ging and impeding your efforts. He
got mad but he did better after that.
The next winter father put one of
the junks that couldn’t be split in our
airtight stove and the next morning
would find the stove full of coals and
the house as warm as spring.

PINE CONE GOES TO A FAIR
The Fryeburg Fair, one of the oldest o f Maine fairs
and certainly one of the most “ agricultural” of them all,
highlighted its activities this year with a “ calf scramble” ,
the first to be held in New England. Here are some
scenes of a lively fall day against a backdrop of the tow
ering hills of Western Maine.

Below: Four-H Club boys from all sections of the State wrestled
with these lively Hereford calves. I f they could rope one and lead it
from the pen, it was theirs to keep for the year to fit and show as
Baby B eef at next year's fair and auction.

Above, left: Ten-year-old Jane Smith of Bethel, who won a showjnanshijp award, prepares to lead out a 570-pound baby steer to auc
tion. Right: Frank Whitman, veteran Maine fair auctioneer, in
action obtaining the high bid for a h-H Club steer.
Below: Part of the herd of baby beef at the auction, with some
of the buyers in the background.

Above, left: Four-year-old Mary Staples of Welchville found the
merry-go-round just right for thrills. Right: Some of Maine's
canned goods lined up for display by the State Department of A gri
culture.
Below: Grange exhibits ranged through bedspreads, hooked rugs
and jewelry to original paintings and flower arrangements.

Above: The fine points of tractors and farm equipment never fail
these days to attract the attention of the men folk.

Below: Down the stretch for an easy win comes a racer on the
oval set against the panorama of the Fryeburg hills.

THE PEOPLE’S HOSPITAL
The Maine General, one of the Nation’s Oldest hospitals,
nears its eighth decade of guarding a region’s health with
a proud record of service and confidence in the support of
the community. Having met the crises of wars and local
disasters, the institution is eminently fitted by organiza
tion, facilities and services, to fulfill its important role
in the lives of Maine people for many years to come.
By D elmont A ndrews
was 1868. Between six
and seven hundred thousand peo
ple then spoke of Maine as “ home.”
Then, too, Maine people were noted
for their enterprise and sagacity. In
point of culture and benevolence they
compared favorably with their neigh
bors in sister states.
And yet, amid all of the provisions
that were made for intellectual culti
vation and moral advancement of the
average man of the day, nowhere
within the boundaries of Maine was
there then a place to which a sick
man could resort for treatment un
less he was a seaman, a lunatic or a
pauper. If he were a sailor he could
be admitted to the United States Ma
rine Hospital; if he were demented
the needed help would be afforded
him in the State Asylum for the In
sane at Augusta; if he were reduced
to beggary, he would receive such at
tention as was to be had in the socalled hospital connected with every
almshouse.
But there were many who belonged
to neither of those classes. They had
no hospital; needed one. The gen
eral hospital idea was born.
Today — 80 years later —- Maine
General Hospital in Portland, oldest
general hospital in the State, reflects
the far-seeing generosity of earlier
generations as it plays its vital com
munity role in helping to preserve
Maine’s greatest natural resource —
the health of her citizens.
Numerous are the times in the
nearly four score years that Maine
General has been called to meet
emergency tests.
Most recent, for
example, was the plane disaster of

T

he year

July, 1944, when a plane out of con
trol, fell in the midst of a suburban
war housing development, strewing
dead and injured in its wake and cre
ating a major disaster. The hospital,
for its part, swiftly rallied to the
cause. The result was speedy and
efficient medical aid in a time of com
munity disaster. The story of that
aid, in its telling, is paralleled with
equal effectiveness in medical aid
rendered over the years which stretch
from 1870 to that 1944 day.
Yet the service of the hospital is
hardly reckonable in terms of crisis
alone.
Of far more import are
countless unheralded days devoted to
the service of saving life and pro
tecting health.
T he original Maine General, like
its contemporaries then, was rela
tively simple when judged by the
standards of today. But as the tide
surged in medicine’s advance, the
hospital kept pace to the full finan
cial limit of its resources.
Of significance to the layman in
the hospital’s growth are special
functions which are worthy of com
ment. Today its accident ward, pro
viding out patient service as it does,
stands a 24-hour watch— ready to
heed the call of any and all of the
more than 150,000 citizens of Maine
who reside in the area it serves.
Here, because of its very nature but
perhaps as in no other section of the
diversified medical facilities of the
Maine General Hospital, the uniniti
ated will find all of the grim pathos
and drama that each day is a part of
someone’s life. Here, last year, came

m

L e ft: The main entrance and the original building of the MaineGeneral Hospital on Western Promenade, Portland. A recent poll
showed that nearly half the population of Greater Portland had at
one time or another crossed this threshold. Right: Maternity ser
vices and infant care demand the most modern facilities and training.
The Maine General School of Nursing is the oldest in Maine.

the victims of 432 automobile acci
dents in the area, their number com
prising a part of the more than 8940
who entered the emergency ward in
1946.
Highly regarded is Maine General
Hospital’s School of Nursing, estab
lished in 1887 as the first school of
its kind in the State. More than
1,200 of its graduates have served
and are serving the health needs of
Maine communities while the school,
for its part, steadfastly trains qual
ified young women for the task of
filling lie great and important gaps
left in world-wide nursing ranks to
day. The hospital is affiliated with
Colby College and the University of
Maine for the training of nurses.
In addition to the aforementioned
special services there are: Out-Pa
tient; Social Service; Diabetics; Oc
cupational Therapy; Physical Ther
apy; Electrocardiography; Electro
encephalography;
X-Ray;
Clinical
and Pathological Laboratories, Phar
macy and a Tumor Clinic.

The latter is one of the most util
ized and important of the special
service community functions ren
dered by the hospital. Last year the
weekly clinic attracted 1,271 patients
to whom expert medical consultation
was given without charge.
N ewest service of the hospital— a
cooperative venture with the Maine
Eye and Ear Infirmary and the Port
land Chapter of the American Red
Cross— is a program of sight resto
ration arranged in cooperation with
the Boston Eye Bank. Under the
program, the Maine Eye and Ear In
firmary and the Maine General Hos
pital v ill provide facilities free of
charge for the removal of the eyes of
those deceased patients who have
reviously requested that their eyes
e given to the bank. The donated
eyes are subsequently used in the
corneal graft operation performed to
improve the vision of persons whose
blindness is caused by a damaged
cornea. Since time is of the essence

“ The lights are on in the operating
comment of passing motorists, for a
watch against sickness and accidents.
that may be transpiring beneath those
skill fight to save a life.

in this pregram of sight restoration,
the Red Cross serves with dispatch in
moving the eye material between the
hospitals and the airport while trans
portation of the material to the
Boston Eye Bank, central New Eng
land service point, is handled by
Northeast Airlines.
Its equipment
has been augmented to include re
frigerated facilities for these ship
ments.
Nothing in the 80 year history of
the Maine General Hospital is the
source of more genuine pride than
the World War II record of General
Hospital Unit #67 of Maine General
Hospital.
Originally organized in
1924, the unit was revitalized in
1940. It was activated on Septem

room tonight,” is a frequent
hospital must stand 24-hour
This picture shows the drama
lights as medical science and

ber 1, 1942; subsequently served
overseas from December 5 of that
year until the first of June, 1945. Its
record was a long and honorable one.
T hat the business of running a
modern Maine hospital is truly “ big
business” may scarcely occur to the
average layman and yet even a cur
sory glance at some of the hospital’s
records underscores the point. Inter
esting figures are these, drawn from
the 1946 report of the hospital’s oper
ation: 3,500 pounds of laundry pro
cessed in the hospital’s laundry dur
ing the year; 795,700 meals served
by the hospital’s kitchen; 107,431 pa
tient days of service to the com
munity.

Control of Maine General’s affairs
rests primarily with a board of 12
directors who are elected by the mem
bers of the Corporation. Broad sup
port by the community of this volun
tary non-profit hospital is reflected
in the board’s composition for its
number includes names outstanding
in the community’s business and civic
affairs.
The present board is headed by
Robert Braun, its president. Frank
lin Lawrence is its vice-president;
John F. Dana, secretary; Phillips M.
Payson, treasurer and Edward F.
Dana, clerk. Simmons Brown, Wal
ter G. Davis, Rolland E. Irish, Virgil
C. McGorrill, Fred C. Scribner, Jr.,
Sidney St. Felix Thaxter and Rob
inson Verrill complete the make-up
of the board of directors.
Stephen S. Brown, M. D., is the
hospital’s chief administrative officer.
John C. Barker serves as assistant
director. Eugene H. Drake, M. D.,
is the president of the medical staff.
Edith Doane, R. N., directs the
school.
The 350 bed— and 55 bassinet—
hospital is approved for standardiza
tion by the American College of Sur
geons; is approved for the training
of interns in general medicine, and
residency (post-graduate) training
in medicine, surgery and pathology

by the Council on Medical Education
and Hospitals of the American Med
ical Association. It is a member of
the American Hospital Association,
the New England Hospital Assembly
and the Maine Hospital Association;
a participating member of the Asso
ciated Hospital Service of Maine
(Blue Cross), the Greater Portland
Community Chest and the Council of
Social Agencies.
A SPRINKLING OF significant figures
sketch the financial aspects of the
hospital’s operation. It has an en
dowment of $1,410,738. Income from
patients during 1946 amounted to
$763,879. Endowment produced $67,156;
Community
Chest $20,340;
State aid funds, $66,766; City of
Portland, $5,000.
Operating ex
penses for the comparable period (in
cluding school of nursing expenses)
amounted to $1,002,159.
Fitting tribute to its founders is
the hospital’s growth over the years,
not alone in increased accommoda
tions but in the advancement of the
healing arts as well. Entering its
eighth decade of community service
as one of the country’s oldest hospi
tals, the Maine General looks for
ward to the future with full confi
dence that an increasingly useful life
is ahead.

T h e H o l s t e i n d a i r y herd of Harold J. Shaw of San
ford is one of four in the United States which made an
average of more than 500 pounds of butterfat with an
average test of four per cent, according to the HolsteinFriesian Association of America. This is the second
straight year that the Shaw Holsteins have made this
outstanding record. Shaw’s 45 milkers, 38 on three times
a day milking and 7 on twice a day, produced an average
of 12,279 pounds of milk and 513 pounds of butterfat.

NAMES OF MAINE CITIES
A capsule lesson in Maine history, in which the origin
of the names of the State’s twenty-one cities reflects
some of the colorful background of the founding of the
Pine Tree State.

By A va H. Chadbourne

A
study of the origin of the
names of Maine’s twenty-one
cities recalls to mind something of
the varied and colorful history of
this land which is now included in
the State of Maine.
Only one city, Saco, is known by
an Indian name. The word is de
scriptive of the lower section of the
river upon which the city is located
and is most often interpreted as
meaning the “ outlet of the river.”
The Indians dwelling here were of
the Sokokis tribe. The early settle
ments made here by the white men
on both sides of the river were
doubtless the first permanent settle
ments in Maine.
It was here in
1635-6 that Wm. Gorges, the nephew
of Sir Ferdinando Gorges, a man of
sense and intelligence, came to or
ganize and establish an administra
tion of justice. Here a court was
opened which held sessions for two
or three years. It was the first or
ganized government established with
in the present State of Maine. In
1653, the settlements at this place
were organized as the town of Saco.
In 1718 the name was changed to
Biddeford in honor of an English
city.
In 1762 the town was divided, the
eastern section taking the name of
Pepperellborough, as a compliment to
Sir William Pepperell, one of its
foremost citizens, the hero of Louisburg and the first baronet to be
knighted in this country. In 1805,
this eastern area returned to its orig
inal Indian name of Saco by which

it was so extensively known abroad.
The city charter of Saco was adopted
February 18, 1867.
W hile the word Old Town is of
course English, the city by that name
had its beginnings doubtless in the
prehistoric days of the Red Paint In
dians. There it is, indeed, the Old
Town of our aborigines. Here is the
present day reservation of the Penob
scot Indians on Old Town Indian
Island whose history can be traced
from the seventeenth century, when
they adopted this place as the site
of their principal village. At that
time it probably contained between
forty and fifty wigwams about
equally divided by a street five rods
wide.
The earliest English settlers came
in the period following the Revolu
tionary War making use of the splen
did water power of the Penobscot
River and the abundant lumber from
its forests for its mills. The com
munity was included within the
town of Orono when it was incor
porated in 1806. In 1840 it was set
off as a town under its present name,
and in 1891 it was chartered as a
city.
T he E nglish began writing the
second chapter of the history of
Maine in the seventeenth century.
Under the patronage of Sir Ferdi
nando Gorges, loyal Royalists and
Episcopalians attempted to carry out
his vision of an Old England in New
England where loyal subjects of the

king would rule over a happy and
contented peasantry.
This dream soon faded but the love
of these Englishmen for their far
away homes may still be found in the
names of at least two Maine cities:
Biddeford and Bath.
Some of the early settlers of the
former town may have emigrated
from a town named Biddeford in
England among whom was Richard
Vines, the founder of Biddeford,
Maine. He may have prompted Sir
Ferdinando Gorges whose propensity
was to apply the names of wellknown English cities to new places in
Maine.
The name Biddeford was
first used in 1718 and applied to both
sides of the river. In 1762 on the
division of the town, the western sec
tion retained this name.
Bath, Maine, the first town to be
incorporated under the new constitu
tion of Massachusetts in 1781 is be
lieved to have been given its name
in honor of Bath in Somersetshire in
England, still a famous watering
place of mineral springs and bath in
English Avon. It was founded by
the Romans in the first century B. C.
T he ambitions of the French to
possess this continent in the seven
teenth century is recorded in the
name of one Maine city, Calais, while
a second is a French description of
its location, Presque Isle. Calais re
calls to mind the coming of a group
of French colonists in 1604 under the
Sieur de Monts whose attempt to
establish a permanent settlement on
St. Croix Island failed to material
ize. The historian of Calais explains
the use of the French name as an
offset to Dover Hill which lies just
opposite in New Brunswick, the St.
Croix River forming the national
boundary between the two, just as
Dover, England and Calais, France
are divided by the Channel. Calais,
Maine, became a city in 1850.
Presque Isle in Aroostook County
is reminiscent of the French neu
trals who settled in the Madawaska
region in the latter part of the eight
eenth century.
The word Presque
Isle is the French word for a pen
insula, “ almost an island” antj the
city of Presque Isle is located on a
peninsula of land formed by the
Aroostook River. It is Maine’s new
est city incorporated in 1940.

O n ly one of Maine’s cities, Bel
fast, betrays its Irish origin. It was
the first town to be incorporated on
Penobscot waters in 1772.
It re
ceived its name at the request of one
of its early settlers who wished to
compliment his native place in Ire
land. The township, a part of the
Waldo Patent was purchased of the
proprietors in 1765 by a company of
fifty-two associates at the low price
of twenty cents per acre. At about
this time there were effected some
permanent settlements.

Six of our Maine cities bear the
name of some individual whom the
inhabitants of the respective settle
ments esteemed greatly.
Brewer,
Ellsworth, Gardiner, Hallowell, Lew
iston and Westbrook are cases in
point.
The area now composing the city
of Brewer was once a part of the
town of Orrington from which it was
separated and incorporated as a town
in 1812. The name was given as a
manifestation of respect for Colonel
John Brewer who, in 1770, made the
first settlement in what is now Brew
er. It became a city in 1889.
Ellsworth in Hancock County be
came a town in 1800, receiving its
name as a token of esteem for Oliver
Ellsworth, one of the delegates to the
National Convention held a few
years subsequent* to the Revolution.
It became the shire town of its coun
ty in 1838 and a city in 1869.
The name of the city of Hallowell
was bestowed upon it in compliment
to the family of that name who were
among the Plymouth proprietors.
When Hallowell was first incorpo
rated in 1771, it included the present
city of Augusta, then Cushnoc, and
the settlement was resumed at the
latter place in the vicinity of the fort
or blockhouse, shortly after the estab
lishment of that fortification in 1754
and some later at the “ Hook” where
the city of Hallowell is now situated.
Here had been inhabitants or resi
dent traders for one hundred and
twenty years at least before the pres
ent incorporation.
Depopulated in
the first Indian War it was resumed
before the second and again after
the peace of 1713. Hallowell became
a city, August 29, 1850.
Gardiner was separated from that
part of Pittston which lies on the

west side of the Kennebec River. Its
plantation name was Cobbosse. The
land upon which the town was lo
cated was granted by the Plymouth
Company to Dr. Sylvester Gardiner
between 1754 and 1764. The city
honors him in its name. In 1760,
Gardiner erected a mill on the river
Cobbosseconte. The town became a
city in 1850.
Lewiston or Lewistown in Andro
scoggin County was granted by the
proprietors of the Pejepscot Patent
in 1768 to Jonathan Bagley and
Moses Little of Newbury, Massachu
setts. Among the conditions of the
grant, were that the grantees should
settle fifty families in as many
houses within the limits and should
also clear a road to Royalsborough
(Durham) to meet one to be con
structed to Topsham.
The houses
were to be sixteen by twenty feet and
of seven feet posts. The name of the
town was ordered to be Lewiston.
The town was incorporated in 1795
and became a city in 1861.
Westbrook, situated in the south
ern part of Cumberland County was
formerly a part of old Falmouth
from which it was set off and incor
porated as Stroud water in 1814. The
next year the name was changed to
Westbrook as a compliment to Col
onel Thomas Westbrook, who dis
tinguished himself in the Indian
Wars.
Westbrook., was granted a
city charter in 1889 which was
adopted in 1891.
On ly one of the cities in Maine
today would appear to bear a name
of religious significance, Bangor,
that of an old Welsh hymn. The
story is told that when Kenduskeag
plantation was to be incorporated as
a town in 1790, the pleasant task of
attending to the matter at the Gen
eral Court was entrusted to the Rev
erend Seth Noble, the local represen
tative at this time. He was informed
that the inhabitants by a vote of the
town had selected the name of Sunbury for the prospective town.
Whether through forgetfulness or
desire, the reverend gentleman pre
sented the name Bangor, the title of
a Welsh hymn of which he was pas
sionately fond, which the city, incor
porated in 1834 bears today.
A ugusta , Maine’s capital city, is

the only one to bear the name of a
woman. Authorities differ as to the
origin of the name; the most often
accepted tradition is that the name
can be traced to Miss Pamela
Augusta Dearborn, daughter of Gen
eral Henry Dearborn of Monmouth,
Maine, U. S. Marshal of the District
of Maine under President Wash
ington.
Other suggestions are that it may,
as some other towns in this Country
were, have been called Augusta from
the queen of George II or for a Ro
man matron. Augusta, Maine, was
incorporated as a town in 1797 and
became a city in 1849.
T he names of five and possibly six
of Maine’s cities are descriptive of
their respective locations: Eastport,
Portland, South Portland, Rockland
and Waterville clearly belong to such
a group while Auburn is by some
authorities so classified.
In 1786, the town of ancient Fal
mouth was divided and the peninsula
with several opposite islands was in
corporated into the town of Portland.
It became a city in 1832, the first
in the state.
One author writes:
“ From its location on a safe and
commodious harbor and being the
nearest seaport on the Atlantic coast
to the cities on the Saint Lawrence
as well as to the towns of Western
Maine and the Northern parts of
New Hampshire and Vermont it has
become a great port, hence its name.
Willis, in his History of Portland
says that “ this appellation (Port
land) was recommended by its local
application, its euphonious sound and
its ancient connection with a part of
our territory.”
He adds:
“ The
earliest English name by which the
island now called Bang’s and the
main land in Cape Elizabeth opposite
were known, was Portland.”
South Portland was separated
from Portland in 1895 and the char
ter granted in that year was adopted
in 1898.
The city of Eastport situated on
islands in Passamaquoddy Bay de
fines itself by virtue of being the
most easterly port in the United
States. It was early settled and in
corporated as a town in 1798, receiv
ing its name at that time, having
been known previously as Moose
Island. It became a city in 1893.

Rockland in Knox County rightly
describes itself in its name, since it
is on rocky land with the limerock
underlying a large part of its area,
and with granite rocks for protection
to its harbor. It lies just inside of
Penobscot Bay with its “ rocky”
meaning. As a town in 1848, Rock
land was christened, East Thomaston, becoming Rockland in 1850. It
was made a city in 1854.
The descriptive term Waterville is
like many other similar words, a
compound of the English word water
and the French word ville or city.
Therefore, Waterville is a city lo
cated on the water, in this case the
Kennebec River. Formerly a part of
Winslow, Waterville became a town
in 1802, was incorporated a city in
1883 and adopted its charter in 1888.
Those who regard the name of the
city of Auburn as descriptive, be
lieve that it was suggested by Gold

smith’s poem which begins: “ Sweet
Auburn, loveliest village of the
plain” , and from this adopted as de
scriptive of this Maine city. Auburn
was incorporated as a town in 1842
when it was separated from Minot.
It was chartered as a city in 1869.
Another suggestion as to the origin
of the word is that the name might
have been borrowed from Auburn,
Massachusetts, which in turn had
come from England. This might well
be true since many of the early
grantees came from Massachusetts.
One finds it interesting to note
that in the classification of the origin
of the names of Maine’s twenty-one
cities, two might be regarded as
stemming from Indian sources, two
from old England, two from France,
one from Ireland, six from the names
of outstanding Americans, one from
a religious source, one, a woman’s
name and six as descriptive.

Stanley B. P erham , West Paris mineralogist, estimates that
there are more than 300 different kinds of minerals in the State
of Maine, with exceptional mica deposits pointing to the possi
bility of a new industry for the Pine Tree State, if foreign
sources become unavailable.
T he average summer resident eats 12 dozen eggs during his
stay in Maine and 15 dozen per person at sporting camps, the
Maine Agricultural Experiment Station at Orono found out in
a study on the use of Maine poultry products by summer visi
tors. Summer hotels were the largest users of poultry meat,
averaging 400 pounds per week at an average of 88 guests.
T he W iscasset Female Charitable Society is the oldest
woman’s club in America. It held its 142nd annual meeting on
Sept. 29.
T he president of the National Association of Manufacturers
recently told the Associated Industries of Maine annual meeting
that “ You Maine people should do more fancy bragging. All
these natural blessings and resources seem commonplace to you,
but if more people in the rest of the Country knew about them,
they would come flocking to Maine!”

ih

M in strelsy o f M a in e
Edited by S heldon C hristian
Editor of P oems A bout M a in e : An Anthology, and T he W inged W ord:
A Quarterly Devoted to the Poetic Arts.
P o e m s , to be eligible for consideration for this Department, should be about
Maine or of particular interest to lovers of Maine. While at least minimum
standards of craftsmanship will be required, selections will be made on the
basis of reader interest, rather than critical perfection. Only previously un
published poems should be submitted. A ll submissions should be sent directly
to S h e ld o n C h r i s t i a n , Editor, M instrelsy of Maine Department, 10 Mason
Street, Brunswick, M a in e ; and should be accompanied by the usual stamped,
self-addressed envelope for return of the material if not found available.

Maine Men
By Clifford W esley Collins
A distant patch of tangled weeds,
Of tousled brush and grass,
Was circumvented skillfully
Each time the plow would pass,
And our investigation there
Revealed, all safe and sound,
A nest of birds the farmer saved
By furrowing around.
Some sons of Maine are famous men
In letters and the arts,
And in the fields of science some
Have played distinguished parts,
But in the fields where furrows run
One finds as noble men,
Who guide their plows as thought
fully
As others wield the pen!
♦From The W inged W ord, copyright 1947
by Sheldon Christian.

Maine Morning
By Catharine Cates
I

waited

in silent suspense,

The darkness lighting every sense,
Knowing that all things alter when
We least expect them to and then
Something both pre-elect and strange,
As unpredictable as change . . . .
I looked, and saw, aloft and white
Against a beam of amber light,
The tracing of a waked sea gull,
Pontiff to day and beautiful.

A Handy Heart to Have
By Jean M ilne Gower
It

is

good to be born with a land
man’s heart

And a sea man’s heart as well,
For there’s never a way of knowing
Where a body may have to dwell.
A heart that can thrill to the moun
tain’s call
And throb with the surging sea,
Is a handy sort of a heart to have
When a body is not free!

The Evening'Grosbeak
By B etty Stah l Parsons
For days I watch with anxious eye,
To see your colors flashing by.
For days I wait and hope to hear
Your trill and know that you are
near.
A shimmer of gold on breast and
head—
You’ve found my seeds and crumbs of
bread!
It isn’t beauty that you lack,
With snow-white shawl and wings of
black:
You promise on a winter day,
That spring will soon be on the way!

Color Scheme

Cabin In A Fog

By M abel Rogers H olt

By Manfred A. Carter

O gay and glowing autumn leaves.
Eye - magic, wrought in varied
weaves,
Yesterday’s flame on dale and hill;
You charm our tables as you spill
Your russet shades on roasted bird,
On fragrant gravy smoothly stirred,
Deep crimson on our jells and jams,
Yellow on squash and candied yams,
With brandied pudding, fire-lit.
We simple mortals, wide-eyed, sit
And view the colorful array
That graces our Thanksgiving Day.

Fishing With His Son
By L ouise Darcy
go by and childhood days
are done.
One day a man goes fishing with his
son,
The first adventure in companionship
That will grow deeper with each
cherished trip.
They dig the worms together, talk of
flies;
The boy puts manhood on and seems
so wise.
Across the meadow to the pasture
brook,
Small man and big, each with his line
and hook,
They walk together, silent as can be,
Yet each enjoys the other’s company.
Beyond a clump of pines, a murmur
ing
Tells where the wayward brook is
wandering.
The boy starts running, eager to
commence,
Slipping beneath a sagging wire
fence;
The father follows down the pasture
trail,
Vowing this friendship started shall
not fail,
That it will grow more precious with
the years,
Deep loyalty triumphant over fears,
Strong bond against disaster and de
feat:
Father and son, in love and trust
complete.
T he

years

♦From The W inged W ord, copyright 1947
by Sheldon Christian.

G ray

has filled a cabin full of
death
fog

Because an idle door is left ajar;
It swirls like pallid smoke or frosted
breath
And calls for those beyond the outer
bar.
The sea sends echoes of despairing
cries,
And tolling waves beat on the life
less sand;
I think that any lonely cabin dies
When it has lost a careful guarding
hand.
I’ll close the creaking door upon its
latch
And lay white driftwood on a black
ened grate;
Perhaps some spirit of this lighted
match
Will guard me from gray songs of
cold sea fate.
I will not leave this cabin to the
dark
While I have tinder left to light a
spark.

Maine Farmer*.
By M ary E lizabeth O sborn
Standing beside his barn at night
He watched the stars go by.
He could not tell their names, but
knew
Their order in the sky.

Man unaware of galaxies
Or whirling cosmic mass,
He followed parabolic light
Of fireflies in the grass.
Untouched by passion of a fugue
His quiet pulse could mark
The plaintive, polyphonic sound
Of small frogs in the dark.
Mountains confined his universe;
One valley held his life:
A lighted farmhouse, and within,
His strong sons and his wife.

With Compound Interest

Hayday

By Cecilia A llen W h itm an

By E dna S mith E arle

W hich shall it be? Which season
must I choose?

H eavy lies the crop of new-mown
hay,

Remembering their beauty when
upon the throne,
I wonder which I can find in my
heart to loose?
Which will it be— which could I
even loan?

Drying in the sun, exuding scent.
Far too soon its fragrance will be
spent
To fill the air. And then the farm
ers say,

King Winter in his robe of white?
No, not winter—
He who sits so proud upon a silver
throne
And orders snowflakes to pave my
pathway? Never!
I would -miss his cool and shining
tone.

“ Bring out the pitchforks and the
clanking rake.
Hitch up the horses to the big blue
rack.
This crop is good. I’ll have a second
stack
High in the loft, if there is no mis
take.

Queen Spring with various progeny,
growing with vim?
No— I could not stand the years,
were they to go
Without a bit of budding — just
neatly carved and trim,
And no light of birth to fill the
heart to glow.

“ I say, my boys, look sharp. Low
clouds mean haste,
For blackened hay will cost me quite
a sum.
Let’s do our best before the showers
come
Or fields will hold but mustiness and
waste.”

Good Queen Summer with her mistyviolet stare—
The warm-toned time when peace
absorbs all beauty?
Fall?
The hustle-bustle season of
the harvest care?
No, I cannot let one go— each has
a plan of duty!

The last high load now joggles on its
way
With hay-skirts softly sweeping on
the ground.
On top the tired helpers make no
sound
As homeward go the sorrel and the
gray.

I love each season of the year — I
think each one is best,
And wild dreams that come steal
ing while I sleep,
To whisper, “ You must give away a
season,” was the test
That made me glad to awaken and
find them upon the street.

The work is done. The team is led
to rest.
Hayday fulfills the farmer’s hopeful
dreams.
The moon and stars are shedding
their soft beams
Of silver on the workers, this day
blessed.

ir

ir

The Canada Road
From Norridgewock and Skowhegan to the border, the
International Highway opens up a vast woodland area of
Northwestern Maine, of rugged beauty and sweeping
panoramas, where game fish and hunting abound. It is a
mecca for vacationers and sportsmen.

By E va D. Batchelder
he Canada Road, 184 miles of the
International Highway, following
pretty closely the Indian Trail of the
days when Maine was a province of
Massachusetts
is
an
interesting
stretch of road to travel. It passes
up the valley of the Kennebec River,
into the mountains of upper Somerset
County, through the woodlands, and
over the United States and Canadian
boundary, past little hamlets and
parishes into Canada. It traverses a
Maine scenic wonderland so beautiful
that many vacationers only go as far
as the Canadian border, or a little
beyond, and then return to see it com
ing back!
Starting at Skowhegan with a
triangle formation, the road goes two
ways, one following route 201 on the
west bank of the Kennebec River into
Norridgewock, once the shire town of
the County. It crosses the Kennebec,
passes to the left a colonial brick
house in a setting of willow trees, the
former home of authoress Sophia
May, who was born in Norridgewock
and made it her home until her death.
From Norridgewock to Madison the
road keeps .ather close to the Kenne
bec River, passing Bombazen Rips,
the salmon pool of the Norridgewogs,
who were tribes of the Abenakis
Indians. On their campsite at Old
Point is a modest granite monument,
said to be the only one east of the
Mississippi to mark the site of an
Indian village.
It was erected in
honor of Father Rasle, one of the
great personages of earliest American
history. A picnic ground near this
site is a favorite spot for the public.

T

At Madison, a town busy with
textile and paper making industries,
the route again crosses the Kennebec
keeping to the west bank, making one
side of its triangle formations. Pass
ing through Anson and North Anson,
it has to the left routes and highways
leading to the Dead River and Rangeley Lake regions.
The Canada Road keeps to the
north at Embden, where it again
crosses the Kennebec by the EmbdenSolon bridge, on which can be seen a
view of the river and the place where
Benedict Arnold and his eleven hun
dred men camped and made a carry
around Caratunk Falls on their
march to Quebec in 1775. In Solon
village the road is at the apex of the
triangle, meeting here its other side,
the fifteen-mile stretch which starts
at Skowhegan and passes into the
business section, a town of shoemak
ing, textile and lumber. The Skow
hegan State Fair, an annual event,
has been held continuously since 1819.
This year it will be held August 11 to
16.
A few miles above Skowhegan on
Lake Wesserunsett is Lakewood, the
theater known as “ Bringing Broad
way to Maine” where such actors as
Ed Wynn, Mary Rogers, Frank Mc
Hugh, Dorothy Stickney and Howard
Lindsley of the “ Life with Father”
have appeared and where the camp
site is a favorite of Eleanor Roose
velt.
Leaving Lakewood, the road above
Twelve Corners climbs to the summit
of Robins Hill, named Mountain View,
where mountain after mountain can

The Canada Road from Bingham to Jackman winds through such
•ugged country as this, skirting Wyman Lake of the Kennebec River.

be seen in the distance. It is one of
Maine’s beauty spots, especially at
sunset.
I n Solon village from the apex of
the triangle the roads go on as one,
still following the river bank and
leading into Bingham, rightly called
“ The Gateway of the Maine Forest,”
lying as it does in the foothills of the
vast forests beyond. Thousands of
cords of pulpwood for the paper in
dustries and birch for the wood work
ing mills, millions of feet of saw-logs
for veneer and lumber come into this
town each year, some for local con
sumption and some trucked through
to other parts of the State.
West of Bingham, some ten miles
back, is the historical East Carry
Pond of which Arnold wrote in his
diary, “ A Lake of Wonderful Trout,”
which is true to the present day.

Keeping to the Canada Road, it
passes through the main street of
Bingham with State Route 16 branch
ing off to the Moosehead regions and
the New England Woods. The Can
ada Road keeps to the river valley,
bears to the left entering the town of
Moscow, the site of the great hydro
electric development, Wyman Dam
with the salmon pool at its foot and
Wyman Lake above.
Overlooking
fourteen miles of flowage the road
passes through ledge cuts and at times
high on the hillside, it comes to Caratunk, a typical New England hamlet.
A road to the East, three miles up a
mountain, reaches Pleasant Pond
where the spring-fed clear waters
yield trout with a peculiarity— they
bite best in the evening.
Ten miles above Caratunk at Tne
Forks, the Kennebec River really has
its beginning.
The East Branch,

Sky Lodge at Jackman is one of the most luxurious of Northern
Maine resorts, with its own planes to cruise over hundreds of miles
of wilderness.
twenty-four miles of rushing water,
runs in from Maine’s largest lake,
Moosehead, and joins the Dead River
with all its tributaries of the Spencer
and Kibby regions to the west. A
beautiful sight, and a country right
for fishing and hunting.
At The
Forks a road leads into Lake Moxie
with its trout and salmon fishing.
The abandoned Maine Central Rail
road track bed is a passable road di
rect to Moosehead Lake.
T he Canada R oad passes by Lake
Parlin with trout fishing and but a
few miles back, easily reached, Long
Pond, Cold Stream and others, a
mecca for sportsmen and vacationers.
A twelve-mile private road opened to
the public leads to Spencer Lake, one
of the best togue waters in the state.
Over Owl’s Head lies Jackman, the
border town, on the shore of Big
Wood Lake, with its background of
connecting lakes and streams. A road
to the East leads to Moosehead Lake.
On its way North, the Canada Road
passes through Moose River Planta
tion, then Dennistown, where Sky
Lodge formerly a private home built
at the cost of $135,000 is being con
verted into a public place where plane
service transportation will be an at
traction. In Sandy Bay Township, a
six mile stretch of new highway soon
to be completed will add much for the
traveler. Coming out of the woods at
Sandy Bay Township the road passes
the United States Customs and, fifteen
miles on, the International Boundary.
Here two cement posts on an imagi

nary line are reminders of the treaty
of 1842 made between United States
and Canada; two countries with an
unguarded boundary.
The road becomes Route 23 after
it crosses the boundary. It runs past
the Canadian Customs and the settle
ment of Armstrong where English
Tory families withdrawing from the
States during the American Revolu
tion settled close to the boundary.
The road then leads to Quebec City,
St. Anne de Beaupre and points of
travel in Canada.
T he n am e , the Canada Road has
come down through the years as it
has passed from the Indian Trail, the
Horseback Path over which the farm
ers of the Upper Kennebec Valley
hauled by handsled their butter and
eggs for sale in Quebec City. The
dirt road that followed traveled by
horses and ox teams brought hoards
of French Canadians in their two
wheeled carts for haying and harvest
seasons and in turn Canadian woods
men for the lumbercamps and spring
drives. Progress brought the stage
coach road, a hazardous affair with
dug-ways along the steep river bank
so narrow in places that two teams
could not pass. Still, it was largely
traveled.
Many an adventurous tale has come
from those days when liquor and furs
were smuggled over the boundary and
officers followed their men on the
escapades.
Time has changed the dirt road to
the surfaced International Highway,
but it still retains its rugged beauty.

Made In Maine
Staff Photographer William A. Hatch contributes the
second in a series of pictorial articles on Maine industries
and workers, whose flexibility of talents and skills make
possible the great diversity of production throughout the
Pine Tree State. Maine’s boast of making everything
from ships to toothpicks finds proof in these typical
scenes.

Below: The Misses Jane Keezer and Joan Weaver find pleasant
and profitable employment at the Textron plant in the former West
Yard Cafeteria of the South Portland shipyard. The plant setup is
rated as ideal.

Above: Hand-sewn moccasins, a traditional Maine-made product,
are turned out both in quantity and quality at the Medwed Footwear
Company in Bangor.
Below : Maine wood is turned into innumerable sizes and shapes as
many millions of dowel and novelty items roll off lathes all over the
State. Some " f the varied wood items turned by the K. O. Frederic
Company of Ellsworth are shown here.

Above: Turret lathe operator Frank Preble has been with the
Torrey Roller Bushing Works in Bath through two wars and is a
typical example of the stability of the Maine worker.
Below: Aroostook potatoes are being loaded into this boxcar from
the Bouchard storehouses in Caribou for shipment all over the globe.

VAST

Above: An innovation in canoes is offered by Rice Brothers at
East Boothbay with the installation of an inboard motor in one of
the all-aluminum craft which they produce.
Below: With Winter in the offing, the ski department of the Paris
Manufacturing Company at South Paris goes into stride to fill the
ever-increasing demand of this popular sport.

IX. The new industrial development
of Greater Portland, a leading example of sim 
ilar expansion in other centers of the Pine Tree State,
refutes the generation-old misconcept that “ Maine
doesn’t want new industries” , or “ there are no oppor
tunities for youth in Maine.” A general and particular
sum m ary report on Maine’s industrial progress.
By R ichard A. H ebert
a quarter-century, at
least since youthful days, this
writer has listened to such dark com
ments as:

F

or at least

“ They don’t want industry here!”
Or, “ Maine’s most valuable export is
its youth!”
Or, “ There’s nothing
here for a young fellow !”
Making full allowance for that ba
sic factor in human nature by which
distant pastures always look greener,
there still seems to be a totally un
warranted spirit of pessimism on the
part of some Maine young people,
which goes far beyond a proper eval
uation of the facts.
This realization really strikes home
when a member of one’s own family
comes out with the startling observa
tion, “ Oh, there’s nothing here in
Maine for me. I’m going out where
I can get a real jo b !”
The shock was even greater, this
past month, when a student in one of
our business colleges approached the
Publicity Bureau for informational
help in preparing a thesis on “ The
Persons and Forces Trying To Keep
Industry Away From Maine” !

To all of our Maine colleges and
junior colleges we will be so bold as
to suggest that this is a good time to
begin assembling an “ Economic His
tory of Maine” . This would chron
icle, analyze and interpret the eco
nomic activities by which Maine has
grown and prospered since it was
first settled more than 300 years ago.
A proper understanding of the de
velopments and changes in Maine
business and industry down to the
present date should go far toward
dispelling, at least for the generation
coming up, the erroneous idea that
Maine is not still a State of prime
opportunity.
Much evidence exists,
in fact, that in some respects and in
some considerable fields of endeavor,
Maine may be classed as still a pio
neer, frontier State!
W e might start with a few pres
ent, compelling facts:

In the past 22 months, Maine has
acquired 109 new industries, with an
annual payroll in excess of $5,000,000.
These figures were recently revealed
by Gov. Horace A. Hildreth.

Major Maine industries and util
ities are spending more than $40,000,000 in plant expansion, new con
struction and improvements.
New department stores, super-mar
kets and similar retail outlets have
been built, are building or are
planned for the immediate future in
more than 20 of Maine’s largest
communities. They represent an in
vestment of more than $5,000,000.
Smaller projects such as showrooms,
garages, distribution centers, etc.,
also are spread throughout Maine,
with a total prospective outlay of
more than $5,000,000 additional.
In Portland alone, in two years,
more than $6,000,000 has been spent
in new construction, alterations and
expansions.
The Guy P. Gannett
Newspapers and Radio Services and
the First National Stores are both
engaged on million-dollar construc
tion projects. Sears, Roebuck & Co.
has just opened a new store at an
outlay of close to $500,000. W. T.
Grant Company is expanding its
Portland store and is completing
large stores in Sanford and Bangor.
In Bangor, in addition, a complete
new wholesale and distribution center
is building on Outer Hammond
Street. Maine utilities are building
new dams and power stations and ex
tending transmission lines. Lewiston
has a new telephone building. Main
Streets throughout the State are be
ing face-lifted and getting bright,
new stores.
All of this represents a collective
faith in the future of the State of
Maine, not only on the part of Maine
interests, but also by large national
firms, who command the best in busi
ness brains and economic judgment.
This collective faith in Maine is be
ing backed by many millions of dol
lars!
I n the Greater Portland area, in
dustrial development is receiving its
chief impetus from three major
sources, the Greater Portland Public
Development Commission, the Port
land Chamber of Commerce and In
dustries, Inc.
Parenthetically, it
should be mentioned that in all local
Chambers of Commerce in Maine, in
dustrial promotion, both as to new
and existing plants, is a major cham
ber activity. This is true in each of

the nearly 40 local Chambers of Com
merce in the State.
Industries, Inc., is a private stock
corporation formed by leading Port
land business men. It purchased a
million square feet of land in Port
land’s Bayside area, suitable for in
dustrial development and has, to date,
resold 300,000 square feet to six dif
ferent concerns, which intend to build
thereon.
One plant is now being
built and others will be constructed
when costs ease up. Until recently
government restrictions on building
had held up the program. This will
be a manufacturing and industrial
site, a tremendous economic asset to
Portland when fully developed.
The Greater Portland Public De
velopment Commission is a quasi
state agency, set up to transform the
closed shipyards in South Portland
into an active industrial site. After
lengthy negotiations it acquired the
so-called West Yard from W AA on
favorable terms, without going into
debt and with an initial outlay of the
Portland and South Portland City
governments of only $2,000.
It has already located 15 new in
dustries in the West Yard, which
comprises about 66 acres and 26
buildings.
Total new employment
there is approximately 750 workers.
Negotiations for other new industries
or other use of the buildings is con
stantly under way. As this is writ
ten there is prospect that the Fed
eral Government may store $1,000,000
worth of Maine potatoes there await
ing shipment overseas. The largest
remaining building, where the pota
toes may be stored temporarily, is
suitable for heavy, assembly line pro
duction, such as of freight cars. It
has gas furnaces and other facilities
suitable for heavy foundry work.
Largest of the present new enter
prises are branches of the Forster
Manufacturing Company, assembling
clothespins, which employs 250 work
ers; and Textron, Inc., employing 130.
Soon to begin operations is the Victor
Cory Company, fish freezing and pro
cessing plant which will employ some
200 workers.
Smaller concerns now active there
are engaged in making synthetic lob
ster bait, pre-fabricated houses, pa
per blankets, metal fabrication, and

boats, an auto body shop and various
other enterprises.
Cooperating closely with these and
other industrial groups is the Port
land Chamber of Commerce, whose
efforts extend far beyond the city
limits. The latest tabulation of the
Portland Chamber shows 37 new in
dustries, employing more than 1,200
workers locating in Greater Portland
during the past 18 months.
The
South Portland Board of Industry is
another cooperating group in the
over-all industrial effort.
But the most striking figure sub
mitted by the Portland Chamber
shows that industrial employment in
the Greater Portland area has in
creased from 4,000 in 1939 to 12,000
today! In retail trade, there has also
been an increase of approximately
1,000 employes. Noticeable gains are
apparent in savings deposits, coal,
oil, fish, postal receipts, gas consump
tion, telephone installations, etc.
The Chamber further estimates
that the population of the City of
Portland has increased by some 12,500 persons since the last census was
taken in 1940. This is in line with
the estimated increase for the State
of Maine as a whole, now estimated
at around 925,000.
The significant feature of these
population increases is that for the
first time since 1790, the rate of pop
ulation increase for Portland and
Maine is greater than the average in
crease for the Country as a whole!
T he young m an who wanted to do
the thesis on “ why industry is being

kept out of Maine” said he had
“ heard” that “ they” kept Ford out,
when he wanted to build a big factory
here; that “ they” kept Henry Kaiser
out, etc., etc.
Over the years, these and similar
rumors have been hard to down.
They have been exaggerated far be
yond the original facts, garbled be
yond any resemblance to the truth
and possibly have constituted a psy
chological handicap to many young
people in the State of Maine.
Names have been named, even, but
in each case it could be proven be
yond the shadow of a doubt that the
very persons named have been those
who have been in the forefront, pos
sibly without fanfare or publicity, of
efforts to attract new industry into
Maine and to build up existing in
dustry to provide employment for ad
ditional workers.
But facts are facts and we have
presented only a few of them. We
might further recommend to our
young man that he select at random
any ten or a dozen business men he
might know, or even choose from
among his instructors and fellow stu
dents. We believe he will find at
least half of their number or their
parents, came to Maine from other
states because they believed there
were more opportunities in Maine
than in their own home towns!
For this interchange of people is
all part and parcel of the process
that has made America great. And
it is also very much a part of that
great continuing development we re
fer to as “ the making of Maine” .

Doorways and Beyond
The third in a series on famous Maine doorways, with
a glimpse at the historic treasures and romantic legends
that lie beyond. The third in a series.

By M abel Gould Demers

a in e ’ s capital , ancient Cushnoc,
now bears the old Roman name
of Augusta,— a title of honor con
ferred upon the women of the im
perial household. The business cen
ter follows the west shore of the
river and merges into State Street on
the south where may be seen the for
mer home of Hon. James G. Blaine,
one-time Republican nominee for the
presidency, now the Governor’s man
sion, and next to it stands the State’s
capitol building, proudly erect.
Augusta is broken in the center by
the heart-warming Kennebec River
which flows mightily down to its sea,
and lies with its body divided upon
the sloping hills. The city spreads
north, east and west into the quiet
countryside; the river, chameleon-like,
takes the hue of the cerulean sky,
changes at will to Chinese jade, and
when September’s winds blow cool
against the cheek takes the deeper
tone of antique green bottles. The
river rises and falls with the tide,
carrying away whatever chances to
fall upon its clear surface and re
turns refreshed and purified.
Unless he decides upon the more
circuitous route through the Lakes
region, the tourist must of necessity
pass either up or down Cony Hill.
The former Cony mansion, more than
a century old, stands halfway of the
hill and is now a modernized apart
ment house, but across the street the
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Reuel Williams’ home presents a
perfect picture of colonial architec
ture. The Lithgow - Williams’ land
stretched nearly, if not quite, to the
doors of old Fort Western and, not
far distant, the willows grow tall and
thick by the margin of the water and
have grown old along with the an
cient block house and ancestral home.
I f you are beauty-conscious, you
may exclaim at a lovely home in an
ugly setting, forgetful of the right of
eminent domain which takes from the
landowner what he has acquired
without giving him a voice in the
matter. The greensward and many
of the lofty elms have been taken
away little by little, leaving but the
star-studded sky and the murmuring
water to sing of their beauty. The
house and grounds are enclosed by a
high white fence. The broad walk
leads up through the smartly-clipped
grass to the Colonial doorway which
is set with an elaborate fan and side
lights of leaded glass, intricately
wrought. A small golden eagle above
the doorway personifies an exquisite
example of early American architec
ture.
The heavy knocker announces the
visitor who enters quietly, an air of
church-like reverence in his bearing.
Old homes demand reverence. One
does not enter and depart hastily but
rather the heart reaches out for some
thing elusive and ethereal.
Some-

L e ft: Front doorway of the Reuel Williams House, with its leaded
fan lights and side panels. Right: Heirloom silver coffee set and
some of the chinaware in the house, collector’s items all.

thing which has lain dormant comes
to the foreground; perhaps it is the
spirit of one’s own ancestral home
which lingers near and suggests that
he tread softly over another’s thres
hold and give due consideration to
this illustration of gracious American
living.
Before entrance is finally achieved,
it seems fitting to mention the man
ner in which Reuel Williams became
the possessor of “ the most elegant
old-time residence in Augusta.”
The Williams family, and there
were at least six distinct emigrants
of that name who came to the shores
of America during the early part of
the seventeenth century, traces its an
cestry to one Howell Williams, Lord
of Ribour, who lived in the year 1400
A. D.
A descendant appeared in
Taunton in 1635/6 and Capt. Seth
Williams, a Revolutionary minuteman, was granted land in old Hallowell in 1779. His son Reuel studied
and was admitted to the bar soon
after 1800. By 1807, he had acquired

the house and grounds known today
as the Reuel Williams’ property. The
house, partially built by Colonel A r
thur Lithgow in 1799, was elaborated
upon by Mr. Williams and brought to
its present state of fruition by him.
For more than one hundred and forty
years, it has housed Williams’ de
scendants.
Sarah Lowell Cony, daughter of
Hon. Daniel Cony, gracious, dignified
and charming, was married to Reuel
Williams in the octagon room in 1807
and lived to celebrate her wedding
anniversary in the same room fifty
years later. The lettering may still
be seen above the archway leading to
the north room. Mrs. Williams had
seen much of Washington society dur
ing her husband’s incumbency as
United States Senator, and was re
puted to have been a brilliant conver
sationalist and gracious hostess.
Many of the nation’s leading states
men, including James K. Polk and
James Buchanan, were entertained at
their Augusta home.

On a day when the north wind
ruffled the leaves of the elm trees and
the march of the sun traced intricate
patterns across the grass, the door of
this old home was opened to the writ
er by the great, great granddaughter
of Reuel and Sarah Williams. Since
the house is not one of those opened
to visitors, it was a gracious gesture.
The hall runs across the house
from north to south. Opposite the
entrance door, through a doorway a
facsimile of the first, steps lead down
to the garden, so secluded that one
is not aware of the disorder of the
busy street far below. It seems un
fortunate that the recent survey for
the new bridge across the Kennebec
River cuts into the Williams’ land
still further and will take away even
more of its scenic beauty.
The bust of the former master of
the house is appropriately placed at
the foot, of the circular staircase.
Across from it stands the high ma
hogany desk used by Reuel Williams,
which is reminiscent of the days of
Bob Cratchit. Farther down the hall,
a framed rubbing from an English
ancestral tomb is an interesting ad

dition. The Cony coat of arms hangs
nearby and just beyond the family
tree shows the Cromwellian-Ribour
descent.
An ancient wine cooler,
chest-like in appearance, stands just
inside the doorway.
The north room, which overlooks
Cony Hill, is known as “ the drapery
room.” Its paper is contemporaneous
with the paper in the octagon room
which was painted in Paris in 1806.
The green and white draped folds lie
against the brown background which
produces an effect both charming and
unusual.
The much-talked-of Aubusson car
pet, Paris circa 1806, covers the floor
of this room but all other carpets
have been removed and pumpkin pine
floors, rich and mellow with age, lie
exposed. Scatter rugs have been used
effectively in many of the rooms and
a beautiful Oriental rug has replaced
the Aubusson carpet in the octagon
room. The original fireplaces remain,
varying in size and style to fit the
particular room which it accommo
dates.
Much of the furniture in the north
room is original and the American-

L e ft: View from the rear lawn, with an ancient, majestic elm
harmonizing with the solid lines of the house itself. R ight: Can
opied bed, where James K. Polk slept.

made chairs, graceful in design, came
from the family ancestor, Thomas
Allen, “ the fighting parson.” This
room could be called, quite appropri
ately, “ the library,” for books are
much in evidence. They are, how
ever, family books without historic
value. After the death of Mrs. Zilpha
Williams, the granddaughter who oc
cupied the house for many years, a
division was made of the furniture
and many original pieces became the
property of other descendants.
T he paper on the octagon room
presents a Parisian artist’s concep
tion of Capt. James Cook’s voyage to
Tahiti, where he had been sent in the
interest of the British Admiralty to
observe the transit of Venus. The
costumes of the men and women, as
depicted, seem more European than
otherwise. The green coloring of the
royal palms, the bread fruit, the ma
hoganies, the paw-paws, and the ba
nana trees, are as unfaded as though
it were a recent painting about to be
displayed by the hand of the import
er. The key to the rather intricate
artist’s portrayal of these strange
people is contained in a small book in
the French language entitled: “ Les
Sauvages de la Mer Pacifique Tab
leau, pour Decoration en Papier
Print.”
The original Girandole mirrors
have been removed and a small Giran
dole of the same period hangs in place
of one of the larger ones between the
windows on the west wall.
The
winged fireside chairs have been re
placed by copies of the original
chairs, but many of the occasional
apple wood chairs, together with ex
quisite red-brown mahogany tables
remain in the room for which they
were especially designed.
The arrangement of the eastern
part of the house has been modified
to some degree for the convenience of
the present owners, and the dining
room transformed into a den. Badger
portraits of Sarah Cony Williams and
Zilpha Ingraham Williams, mother of
Reuel Williams, hang in this room
but the Stuart portrait of Judge Wil
liams has been replaced by a copy
from the original painting.
A Governor Winthrop desk faces
the doorway, and a nearby closet re
veals the blue and white double Ori

ental dinner service, together with
gold banded Limoges and blue Staf
fordshire services. Tankards and sil
ver services remain, as does a price
less silver cider pitcher. Hand blown
drinking glasses in a variety of sizes
to please the desire of a discrimin
ating host, suggests the Waterford
type of glass.
Dignitaries of the state and nation
were wined and dined in this room.
It has been written that Judge Wil
liams, in the absence of Mrs. Wil
liams, arranged a dinner party, metic
ulously planned the menu, the seating
arrangement, and the number of table
cloths to be used. He sat “ not at the
head or the foot of the table as that
was not genteel, but at the side, in
the middle, and Jane opposite.”
(Jane was the daughter who mar
ried Rev. Sylvester Judd.) The menu
consisted of the following: “ Calves’
head soup, boiled salmon, broiled sal
mon, boiled mutton, roast lamb, with
green peas from Boston. (June 28,
1839.) The cloth was then removed
and the pastries, consisting of ‘Aunt
Martha’s puddings and pies,’ were
served. This was followed by des
sert:
Strawberries, cherries, ice
cream, figs, apples, and the usual dry
fruits. Wine was served throughout
the meal.”
T he present dining room, backed
by the enormous black fireplace
which was used for cooking purposes
as late as 1870, has a floor of glisten
ing pumpkin pine, small iron latches
upon the doors, blonde Windsor table
and chairs, and old lustre pitchers
upon the mantle. It presents a de
lightful picture of early Nineteenth
Century living.
Canopied beds, high boys, dressers,
chairs, old English prints, and the
rather ornate bed upon which Presi
dent Buchanan slept may be seen on
the second floor. It has been said
that James K. Polk slept across the
hall in the canopied bed.
Much has been written regarding
this charming old home which does
not hold true today. The foregoing
serves to present an accurate picture
of the Reuel Williams’ house, stand
ing above the tumult of things,— de
tached, alone in its splendor, to be
singled out and speculated upon by
passers-by!

The famous Parisian wallpaper in the octagon room, depicting
Capt. James Cook’s visit to Tahiti, is as unfaded as though it were
a recent painting.

is the place where Loveliness keeps house,
Between the river and the wooded hills . . .
Here you may meet with Beauty. Here she sits
Gazing upon the moon, or all the day
Tuning a wood-thrush flute, remote, unseen . .

“ H ere

Madison Cawein (1865-1914)

ew E ngland Autumn is gener
ally regarded by Maine folks as
indicating “ the shape of things to
come” . No longer do winter’s snows
and chills seem the remote picture
which they were a few months ago.
Maine, while enjoying the beauties of
her Autumn, is, all the while, “ dig
ging in” .
In the old days housewives busied
themselves at this time of year with
taking stock of cellar and store-room
supplies with an eye toward meting
out the staples over the season’s de
mands. Today, however, winter menu
planning is reduced to a collection of
family favorite and time-honored re
cipes . . . the old stand-bys for win
ter sports parties, the holidays and
fireside evenings ahead.
Fortunate is the woman who has
an old family cookbook, full of recipes
for old-time good things to eat. Per
haps, at that, we may have a new one
for her. For the others who lack
such a treasure, we’ve endeavored to
select the best from our collection for
use during the months to come.
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Quick Cinnamon Rolls
In grandmother’s day spices were a
treasure . . . something to be used on
special occasions and in a way that
would enhance their richness and
tang. Biscuits and rolls were among
the first to enjoy the “ dressing up”
of the sweet spices — cinnamon and
nutmeg.
2
cups sifted flour
2 tsp. baking powder
Vt tsp. salt
4 tbsp. shortening
3
tbsp. butter
2 /3 cup milk
Vi tsp. cinnamon
1 /3 cup sugar
Vt cup currants, dried

Sift flour, measure, add baking powder
and salt.
Sift and cut in shortening; add
milk gradually until a soft dough is
formed.
Roll Vi" thick.
Cream together
the butter, sugar and cinnamon. Add cur
rants and sprinkle mixture over dough.
Roll and cut in 1 " slices.
Dot pan with
butter and sprinkle with an equal amount
of sugar.
Heat slowly until sugar Is dis
solved.
Place rolls in pan. Bake at 4 25°
F. for 15 minutes, then at 350° F. for 15
minutes longer.

Apple Gingerbread
With the coming of fall, Maine’s
apple crop comes to the fore in many
ways . . . apples for cooking, apples
for cider and apples by the bowlfuls
for just plain munching morning,
afternoon and evening. Of the for
mer use, apple cake and applesauce
cake have long led the field in popu
larity. Now here’s another variation
to complete the triumvirate of de
licious desserts.
1 egg
l cup flour
V^ cup molasses
Vt tsp. baking powVi cup sugar
der
2 tbsp. melted butter Vi tsp. salt
Vi tsp. nutmeg
Vi tsp. cinnamon
Vi tsp. ginger
% tsp. soda
Vt cup sour milk
Beat the egg and sugar, sour milk and
molasses, then add the dry ingredients
sifted together three times.
Beat well.
Add last the melted butter, mix well, then
pour over the apples which have been pre
pared as fo llo w s:
Slice four large apples into a buttered
baking dish and cover with a scant cup of
sugar and 1 tsp. lemon juice.
Cook 20
minutes in a moderate oven while the
batter is being mixed.
Bake in a moderate oven o ff 3 50° F.
until done. Serve with whipped cream.

Crisp Molasses Cookies
W hat was once the village site of
a large tribe of the Wabanaki Indians
is the spot where now is located the

University of Maine at Orono. It is
from this town that this old recipe
for thin rolled molasses cookies
comes.
% cup molasses
1 tsp. cream of tar1/2 cup sugar
tar
Vi cup melted short- Vs tsp. salt
ening
1 tsp. vanilla
2 tsp. soda
Vs tsp. ginger
1 /3 cup boiling wa- 3 Vs cups flour (apter
proximately)
Mix the molasses and the sugar together,
and add the melted shortening.
Add the
boiling water in which the soda has been
dissolved; add the vanilla and stir.
Add
the flour mixed with the cream of tartar
and sifted with the salt and ginger.
Let
the dough stand for 15 minutes, then
knead until smooth and shiny.
Set in a
cool place for a few hours.
The dough
may then be made into a roll and sliced,
as for ice-box cookies, or rolled thin, cut
and baked.
This dough may be stored in a cold
place for some time and baked as needed.
Bake in a moderate oven until lightly
browned.

Baked Indian Pudding
One of the most traditional of real
state of Maine dishes and a special
favorite and a Thanksgiving dinner
dessert is Indian pudding.
Surely
nothing could taste better on any
blustery night than a steaming hot
dish of this pudding topped with
whipped cream (or, to make it mod
ern, a big spoonful of vanilla ice
cream).
1 quart milk
V\ cup sugar
1 tsp salt
2 tbsp. butter
% cup molasses
% cup corumeal
Scald the milk and stir in the cornmeal
until smooth.
Add the other ingredients
and pour into a baking dish.
Bake four
hours in a slow oven.

In the hustle of the modern age
many housewives hesitate to use a
recipe involving long hours of baking
(especially when one mentally visual
izes the climbing needle on the gas or
electric meter). So, for those who
desire the finished product with less
expense of time, this Mock Indian
Pudding o.f'ers a quick substitute
which still retains the innate good
flavor of the original type:
2 tbsp. minute tap- Vs cup molasses
ioca
1 quart milk
2 tbsp. cornmeal
butter
Vs cup sugar
salt
Mix in the order given and bake for one
hour in a moderate oven.

Apple Butterscotch Pie
A pple pie is a favorite the country
over . . . especially in states where
the native apple crop provides plenty

of sweet cooking apples fresh from
nearby orchards. In this claim Maine
ranks with the best, and has pro
vided many old-time originals in the
art of cooking with the juicy fruit.
Add the variation of rich dark brown
sugar and the result is a dish fit for
the traditional king.
6 apples
1 cup water
1 % cups dark brown % cup flour
sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
3
tbsp. butter
pinch of salt
2 tsp. vinegar
Mix together half of the sugar, the wa
ter and the vinegar and bring to a boil.
Add the apples which have been sliced % "
thick and simmer until they are tender.
Remove the apples from the syrup.
Mix
remaining sugar with
the flour and salt
and add slowly to the syrup until it thick
ens, cooking all the while over a low flame.
Remove from the fire and add the butter
and vanilla.
Let cool while preparing the
pastry. Place apples in pie shell and pour
thickened syrup over them. Serve plain or
topped with whipped cream or ice cream.

But a word of warning . . . no pie
is better than its crust! Some say it
takes a knack to make a good pie
crust, but practice (and a little com
mon sense) will bring undisputed
success. The proportions are no se
cret— one part shortening, more or
less, to three parts flour, and a little
salt—but it’s the mixing that tells the
story. For some the secret lies in
cutting in half of the shortening very
fine and thoroughly, and then adding
the other half, chopping through it a
very few times in order to leave
good-sized pieces throughout the
dough. Be a great miser with the
water, adding it but a teaspoonful at
a time, and cutting— not stirring!— it
into the flour mixture until it will
barely hold together. A fork is a
better friend than a spoon at a time
like this. Then the chilling process
comes in. Some say it is better to
chill the dough before rolling it out,
but others advise rolling it out and
fitting it into the pan before chilling.
If there is any point of preference,
the latter way is surely less of a
strain on the disposition!
Baked Corn Pudding
There is a great difference between
the cook who prepares food only to
make it edible and the culinary artist
who employs the same materials to
create a dish delightful to the eye
and intriguing to the taste; and in
vegetables the early cooks of Maine
found the greatest medium for orig-

inality in their cooking. They could
hardly afford to use their precious
“ boughten” materials for experimen
tation with something which might
fall short of expectations, but in a
fruitful year their vegetable gardens
supplied them well with the materials
for experiments. In this way many
of our delightful dishes were created
and handed down to us. Corn was
one of the vegetables which lent it
self admirably
to the search for
“ something new and different” .
2 cups corn
1 tsp. sugar
2 eggs
2 cups milk
2 tbsp. melted butter nutmeg
tsp. salt
pepper
Chop the corn
(or use in the whole
kernel) and mix with the well-beaten eggs,
add meltetfc butter and seasonings.
Add
the milk and blend thoroughly. Pour into
a buttered baking dish and place in a pan
of water. Bake for 50 minutes at 3 5 0 ° F.

Chocolate Boiled Frosting
Icings and frostings did not enjoy
the widespread usage that they have
today, for the economical housewife
considers cake, in itself, enough of a
special treat. It was for neighbor
hood parties, harvest suppers and hol
idays that the “ extra special” treat
of a frosted cake was reserved.
2 squares chocolate
% cup milk
2 tbsp. butter
2 cups sugar
Mix all the ingredients together until
thoroughly combined (previously melt the
chocolate), and bring to a boil.
Boil for
one minute.
Remove from the heat and
let stand to cool for 8 minutes. Beat until
thick enough to spread.

Baked Sausage Roll
Inasmuch as pigs were an easy do
mestic animal to care for, they often
proved to be an important source of
meat supply. There were few meals
of fresh oork, as the most important
point was preservation of the meat.
Therefore, smokehouses were hung
with ham and sides of bacon, shoul
ders and loin. In the cellars were
barrels of salt pork in brine, and a
supply of home-made sausages, for
no edible part of the animal was
overlooked. Therefore, many recipes

are available which call for one of
the many varieties of pork.
Sausage meat
6 potatoes

1 cup milk
2 tbsp. melted butter
flour and salt
Fry the sausage meat until it is done,
then chop fine. Boil the potatoes and beat
together with the milk and butter.
Add
enough salt to season, .then add flour to
make a soft dough.
Roll out and spread
with the chopped sausage meat.
Roll up,
place in a greased baking pan. brush with
melted butter, and bake until golden brown.

Pickles and Relishes
T h e s e w e r e as indispensable to
the well-mannered table of an earlier
date as they are in our menus of to
day, but modern homemakers have
very nearly dispensed with the long
tedious hours of boiling down their
relishes and jellies by the use of com
mercial jelling agents. Pickle mak
ing has changed very little, however,
and for the ardent housewife who
prides herself upon serving her own
products the old “ tried and true” re
cipes stand unchallenged.
Spiced Green Tomato Pickle
4
cups brown sugar stick of cinnamon
1 quart vinegar
whole cloves
50 small green tomatoes
Boil the tomatoes in salted water until
tender. Drain over night. Put in a crock.
Boil together the other ingredients to make
a syrup and pour over them.
Let stand
over night.
Drain and boil syrup down,
put the tomatoes in, let come to a boil and
seal in jars.

Hilltop Mixed Pickles
2 quarts green to- 2 medium
ripe
cumatoes
cumbers
2 quarts ripe toma- 2 bunches celery
toes
4 medium onions
2 green peppers
1 small cabbage
Chop all the ingredients together. Cover
with % cup salt and let stand over night.
In the morning drain and add to the
chopped m ix tu re: 3 pints vinegar, 2 lbs.
brown sugar and 2 tbsp. dry mustard.
Cook all together for one hour and seal.

June L. Maxfield, assistant in the
advertising department of the Union
Mutual Life Insurance Company of
Portland, contributes her tenth in this
series on Famous Maine Recipes com
piled from the extensive file of old
Maine recipes which the company has
collected.

Ordeal by Fire
undreds
of
letters,
telegrams
and phone calls to the Publicity
Bureau during the last two weeks, as
this issue of THE PINE CONE is
finally going to press, reveal that a
surprisingly large number of people
who have an interest in Maine have
the idea that the Pine Tree State has
been totally, or nearly so, devastated
by forest fires.
One favorite headline of some outof-state newspaper was “ State of
Maine Aflame!” More than one per
son got the idea that the only place
in Maine left untouched by the forest
fires was the City of Portland, and
that the flames were fast closing in
on that rugged peninsula.
The fires were bad enough. Every
one admits that. And the Bureau
personnel were in the thick of things
at all times, so we knew what was go
ing on.
But what we would like to
especially point out is that the total
area affected as of this writing, when
the fire emergency is considered past,
is less than one per cent of the total
area of the State of Maine!

H

M a in e ’s
s c e n ic
attractions and
natural resources as a whole have
scarcely been touched. The most ex
tensive fire area was in Northern
York County, from West Newfield to
the sea at Fortune’s Rocks and Goose
Rocks Beach.
In this belt some
130,000 acres of land were affected
and more ’Jian 1,000 homes and cot
tages destroyed.

Bar Harbor and Mount Desert
Island was the second most affected
area, with the spectacular sea and
land rescue of many of the inhabi
tants, which caught the imagination
of the Nation as has no similar epi
sode since Dunkirk.
But, except for the fire area, which
is less than one-third of the town,
Bar Harbor is still a beautiful place.
In the other two-thirds, which in
cludes the business section and water
front, the shady streets, the trees, the
beautiful homes and gardens are still
there ready to blossom come another
Spring.
Some 40 more scattered areas
around the State also felt the touch
of the fire demon because of the driest
Autumn on record, but most of these
were in wooded areas removed from
cities and towns. When we remember
that Maine is as large in area as the
rest of New England combined, we
realize how much room there is in the
Pine Tree State to move around in.
We do not wish to minimize the tre
mendous damage, the personal trag
edies, the loss of homes and busi
nesses and all the other stark elements
of disaster that result from wide
spread fires. But not much more than
20 out of Maine’s 2,500 miles of coast
line were touched. None of our great
scenic spots have been impaired.
None of Maine’s extensive industrial
life has been affected to any ap
preciable degree.
Maine is still the ideal place in
which to live, work and play!
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MAINE VACATION
B y U. JEAN DANFORTII
In
y o u r five thousand
r i v e r s and well stock
ed streams, w h e r e the
salmon flash by in sw ift
golden sunbeam s; with your
thirty - three thousand a n d
forty square m i l e s or your
two thousand lakes and your
c o v e t e d isle s; where trout
in the Dennys lure fishermen
far from their work in their
plane, or by train, or their c a r ;
where the sails o f a ship bring
back memories, and your nostrils
expand with each w hiff o f sea breeze,
little wonder your eight hundred thousand
offspring love to write of the beauties the
bob-o-links sing. Your tw enty-two thousand odd
miles of highways lead one deep in the forest
or down by the bays where your W est Quoddy Head,
at the easternmost tip, gives a push to
the sun on its daily round trip.
Oh,
where in the world could the
Maker display a lovelier model
in green and in gray than
in this staunch Sen
tinel of a great
nation!
The an
swer, i n d e e d ,
to a
perfect
vaca
tion !

Seacoast Town
B y E s t h e r J u d k in s
N o s t r a n g e r here am I. These branching elms,
This gaunt gray sea, this spired church, these bells
Chanting the fog, the sloops that idly lie
W ithin the port, the shrill and somber cry
O f hungry gulls, these silent waiting streets,
These houses which have creaked in w inter’s storms
And withstood countless sum m ers— all are old
In m emory. Oh, let me too be strong
A s solid homesteads weathering the years,
Serene as waiting ships upon the tide,
Staunch as the granite sea against tim e’s rocks.
Sure as the spire, pointing toward the sky.

